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Measurements of poloidal rotation velocity using charge exchange
spectroscopy in a large helical device
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Absolute measurements of poloidal rotation velocity with the accuracy up to 1 km/s~2 pm in
wavelength! were done using charge exchange spectroscopy in a large helical device. Radial profiles
of the absolute Doppler shift of charge exchange emission with a beam are obtained from spectra
measured with four sets of optical fiber arrays that view downward and upward at the poloidal cross
section with and without neutral beam injection. By arranging the optical fiber from four arrays
close to each other at the entrance slit, the apparent Doppler shift due to aberrations of the
spectrometer and due to interference of the cold component~the charge exchange between He-like
oxygen and thermal neutrals 8 pm from the charge exchange emission with a beam! can be
eliminated from the measurements. The measured poloidal rotation velocity is 1–3 km/s in the
electron diamagnetic direction at half of the plasma minor radius. ©2000 American Institute of
Physics.@S0034-6748~00!04006-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The radial electric field has been recognized as be
important in a heliotron/torsatron because neoclassical tr
port is very sensitive to the radial electric field. Charge e
change spectroscopy~CXS! has been developed as a tool
measure ion temperature profiles1–9 and plasma rotation an
also the radial electric field using radial force balance.10–12In
a heliotron/torsatron, there is no large toroidal rotation
cause of parallel viscosity in the toroidal direction.13 There-
fore, the radial electric field is mainly determined by t
poloidal rotation.14–16 The poloidal rotation (vu) as well as
ion temperature (Ti) of fully ionized carbon are measure
with CXS using heating neutral beam injection~NBI! in a
large helical device~LHD!. Because of the negative io
source of the NBI, the operating energy range of heat
neutral beam is relatively high (ENBI5100– 180 keV/amu!.
Therefore, the charge exchange cross section between
fully ionized impurity and hydrogen atom in a LHD is muc
smaller (ENBI540– 60 keV/amu! than that in charge ex
change spectroscopy using a heating neutral beam with
dium energy (ENBI540 – 60 keV/amu! in most large toka-
maks. The small charge exchange cross section due to
high energy beam in a LHD makes the CXS measurem
difficult, because~1! the number of photons in charge e
change emission is small and~2! the ratio of the charge ex
change emission signal to the background emission~the S/B
ratio! is small.

II. CHARGE EXCHANGE SPECTROSCOPY SETUP

In order to solve the problem of a small number of ph
tons, a large throughput Czerny–Turner spectrometer~focal
length of 0.5 m,F number of 4, grating size of 110 mm
3110 mm! and a cooled charge coupled device~CCD!7 with
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long integration time have been developed for CXS in
LHD. The background emission is mainly due to the cha
exchange reaction between the fully ionized impurity and
thermal neutrals near the plasma edge and is called the
component. In order to precisely measure the cold com
nent at the poloidal cross section without NBI, simultaneo
measurements of the cold component of each chord are
quired in a LHD.

Four sets of optical fiber arrays~11 fibers each! with a
0.2 mm core diameter and a 0.25 mm clad diameter w
installed into the port where one can view the NBI pa
~CXS channels!, while the other two sets of optical fibe
arrays were installed into the port where one cannot view
NBI path @background~BKG! channels# as seen in Fig. 1.
The charge exchange emissions due to the neutral beam~hot
component! are extracted by subtracting the co
components6 measured at BKG channels from the over
signal measured at CXS channels. Since the emission m
sured at the CXS channels includes both hot compon
emitted from the intersection between the line of sight a
the neutral beam at midplane and cold component emi
from the plasma edge, the ion temperature estimated f
the overall signal measured at CXS channels is undere
mated. The influence of the cold component on poloidal
tation measurements is more complicated and the polo
rotation simply derived from a overall signal can be eith
underestimated or overestimated depending on the direc
of the poloidal rotation velocity of the cold component. Th
absolute values of the poloidal rotation velocity are deriv
from the differences in the Doppler shift measured from
two arrays, one viewing upward and the other viewi
downward. These optical fibers are led to the entrance sl
the spectrometer through an optical fiber junction box, wh
enables us to change the fiber arrangement easily. The
cal fibers from four different ports are arranged as shown
Fig. 1. The charge exchange channels and background c
0 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Schematics of charge ex
change spectroscopy for the measur
ments of poloidal rotation velocity and
the curve of the wavelength shift du
to aberrations of the spectrometer
l5546.07 nm.
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nels that view identical radii to those of the charge excha
channel are arranged nearby to minimize offset of the wa
length due to aberrations of the spectrometer in subtrac
the cold component from charge exchange emission.
offset of the wavelength due to the aberrations5,6 caused by
the mirrors is expressed asdl}l(z/ f )2, wherel is the mea-
sured wavelength,z is the distance from the optical axis, an
f is the focal length. The offset is largest at the end of fib
array and it is 0.003 nm/strip~1/50–1/100 of the Dopple
width!; it has a negligible effect on the ion temperature m
surements. However, in the measurements of poloidal r
tion velocity, even the small offset of the wavelength cau
an apparent poloidal rotation velocity~2 km/s for 0.003 nm
offset!. In order to measure the offset curve, three chann
of the optical fiber~both ends and the middle one of the fib
array! are devoted to wavelength calibration using a merc
lamp. In principle, an accurate poloidal rotation velocity c
be obtained by taking the differences of the Doppler s
between the measurements and offset curve calibrated w
mercury lamp. However, the absolute wavelength of
charge exchange line is determined within an accuracy
0.01 nm. Therefore the poloidal rotation velocity is deriv
from the differences between the Doppler shifts measu
with two arrays viewing upward and downward. In a LHD
the observation radii of the array viewing downward are
ranged to be in between those of the array viewing upwa
Then the wavelength offset due to the aberrations can
almost canceled simply by taking the difference of the Do
pler shift from the average of Doppler shift nearby. For e
ample, poloidal rotation velocity,vp, for channel 4 is derived
from the velocity of the Doppler shift,vs, of channels 4, 2
and 6, asvp(4)5@vs(4)2(vs(2)1vs(6)#/2!/2. The linear
interpolation is good approximation, because the offset
was calculated from the average of62 channel is almos
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identical to that calculated from the aberration curve. T
individual offset beside the aberration of the spectromete
0.14 pixel @root mean square~rms!# @see Fig. 3~a!#, which
gives an error in poloidal rotation velocity of 1.5 km/s. Th
linear interpolation gives the smoothing in three spatial ch
nels and the poloidal rotation velocity might be underes
mated due to the smoothing effect, when there is a sh
gradient of poloidal rotation velocity in the plasma in thr
channels.

III. CROSSTALK AND ABERRATIONS OF THE
SPECTROGRAPH

Since one optical fiber gives one spatial channel,
number of spatial channels increases as the diameter o
optical fiber is reduced. However an optical fiber with
smaller diameter causes larger crosstalk between the c
nels. Therefore the crosstalk should be investigated be
determining the diameter of the optical fiber array at t
entrance slit. In order to study the crosstalk, the vertical~par-
allel to the slit! image is measured at 546.07 nm using
mercury lamp for the 0.132f optical fibers~0.132 mm clad
diameter and 0.106 mm core diameter! and 0.25f optical
fibers ~0.25 mm clad diameter and 0.2 mm core diamet!
installed along every other entrance slit. The image of
optical fiber with a 0.106 mm core diameter corresponds
five pixels and no flat top of the intensity is observed, b
cause the size of the optical fiber is comparable to the ve
cal resolution of the spectrometer. On the other hand,
image of the optical fiber with a 0.2 mm core diameter c
respond to nine pixels and there is a clear flat top of
observed intensity. There are signals on the pixels where
optical fiber is connected~no light from the mercury lamp!,
which causes crosstalk between the channels. Here cros
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 2. Vertical profiles of the fiber image o
the optical fiber with diameters of~a! 0.125
and ~b! 0.25 mm at l5546.07 nm and
crosstalk as a function of grating size~the F
number of the spectrometer! of the optical fi-
ber with diameters of~c! 0.125 and~d! 0.25
mm.
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is defined as the averaged intensity of the five~nine! pixels
corresponding to the core where no fiber is connected
vided by that corresponding to the core where the fibe
connected. In general, the sharpness of the vertical image
be improved as theF number is increased by putting a ma
on the grating. Here theF number of the spectrometer
defined by (4S/p)1/2/ f , whereS is the area of grating andf
is the focal length of the spectrometer. Figure 2 shows
how the sharpness of the vertical image is improved by p
ting the three types of masks with the aperture of the 10f
circle, the 80f circle and the 80 mm~horizonal!3100 mm
~vertical! square on the grating.

When there is no mask on the grating, the crosstalk
relatively large and it is 20% for the 0.132f optical fiber and
5% for the 0.25f optical fiber. The throughput of the light o
the spectrometer increases as the size of the grating
creases. However, the throughput tends to saturate aboF
55. This is because light far from the optical axis does
contribute to an increase in the intensity of the image
causes crosstalk. The crosstalk is significantly reduced to
~100f mask! and 0.8%~80f mask! for the 0.132f optical
fiber and 2.4%~80 mm3100 mm!, 0.8% ~100f mask!, and
0.3% ~80f mask! for the 0.25f optical fiber by masking.
Figure 2~d! shows the advantage of the mask with a circu
aperture over the mask with a square aperture. Although
throughput of the light with a 100f mask is comparable to
that with a 80 mm3100 mm mask, the crosstalk for th
100f mask is much smaller than that for the 80 mm3100
mm mask by a factor of 3. This is because the light close
the optical axis is more beneficial. In charge exchange sp
troscopy in a LHD, the mask with a 100f circular aperture
and 0.25 mm optical fibers is installed in the spectromete
reduce the crosstalk to below 1%. The spatial resolution
the spectrometer with a mask of 100f diameter is 0.13 mm
for the MFT55% and 0.24 mm for the MFT51%. Crosstalk
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of 1% is considered to be low enough, because the ratio
the hot component to the cold component is typically 20%
100%, as discussed later.

The CCD detector is 8.45 mm~horizontal direction!
312.67 mm~vertical direction! with 3843576 pixels ~the
size of each pixel is 22mm322 mm!, which gives the simul-
taneous measurement of spectra with a wavelength rang
7.1 nm and slit height of 12.67 mm. In order to make a o
to one correspondence between the strip of the CCD and
spectra from each optical fiber with a 0.2 mm core and a 0
mm clad, the CCD data are read out with nine pixel binni
and three pixel skipping as seen in Fig. 2~c!. This binning
pattern gives 48 strips from 576 pixels: 22 strips are used
charge exchange emission, 22 strips for background em
sion and 3 strips for Hg lines to check aberrations~1 strip is
not used!. The readout time of the CCD detector depends
the number of binnings, and it is 65 ms for 48 strips. Duri
the readout the mechanical shutter is closed to avoid sm
ing. Since shutter opening/closing takes 5–10 ms, ther
roughly 80 ms dead time in this system. Therefore the in
gration time is normally set to 100 ms~for a frame rate of 10
Hz! or to 900 ms~for a frame rate of 1 Hz! depending on the
intensity of the charge exchange emission.

As discussed before, the offset of the wavelength due
aberrations caused by the mirrors is expressed with a se
order polynomial of strip number and it is measured with H
lines (l5546.07 nm!. As shown in Fig. 3~a!, the offset of
the wavelength due to aberrations is well fitted by the a s
ond order polynomial. Then only the three strips are devo
to the Hg lines during experiments, because three points
enough to give a second order polynomial fitting curve.

The uniformity of the cold edge component can
checked with the discharges where there is no neutral be
~The long pulse discharges sustained by ion cyclotron ra
of frequency~ICRF! heating are ideal for this check and ca
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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2363Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 71, No. 6, June 2000 Poloidal rotation velocity
be used for calibration if necessary.! The radial profiles of
the intensity ratio~the ratio of the emission from the CX
channels to that of emission from BKG channels! are plotted
in Fig. 3~b!. The uniformity of the cold edge component
relatively good. When there is no beam, the ratio of emiss
for charge exchange channels to that of background chan
is close to unity and it is 99.9%64.5% ~rms!. A local non-
uniformity appears when a limiter is inserted to the sa
port to that of charge exchange channels or backgro
channels because of a local increase of neutral density. T
the measurements of ion temperature and poloidal rota
velocity are restricted to discharges with a diverter confi
ration. The gas puff valves are installed in the port aw
from the CXS or BKG ports to avoid a local increase
neutral density in the LHD. In general, the transmission
windows decreases in time. To minimize contamination
the glass window due to electron cyclotron resonance~ECR!
or glow discharges, the mechanical shutters are arrange
front of the window.

IV. SPECTRA OF THE C VI CHARGE EXCHANGE LINE
AND OVERLAPPED O VI LINE

The charge exchange line of fully ionized carbon CVI

~529.05 nm,Dn58 – 7) is typically used for the measure
ments. Figure 4 shows the spectra of CVI of the CXS chan-

FIG. 3. ~a! The curve of the wavelength shift due to aberrations of
spectrometer atl5546.07 nm and~b! the radial profiles of the intensity
ratio ~the ratio of the emission from the CXS channels to that of emiss
from the BKG channels! for the discharge without a neutral beam.
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nel and the background channel of the downward view
array (R54.004 m! and the upward viewing array (R
54.025 m!. The CVI spectra of the downward viewing arra
show a blueshift, while the CVI spectra of the upward view
ing array show a redshift, which indicates that the plas
rotates in the upward direction atR.Raxis. The Doppler
width of the BKG channel is smaller than that of the CX
channel because the background emission due to the ch
exchange between fully ionized carbon and thermal neu
comes from the plasma edge where the ion temperatur
low. The cold component of fully ionized carbon is comp
rable to the charge exchange emission~CXS intensity to
BKG intensity! at R54.0 m, where the center of the neutr
beam crosses. The differences in the Doppler shift betw
upward view and downward view arrays which are observ
both in the CXS channels and BKG channels are mainly
to plasma poloidal rotation. The differences in the Dopp
shift of BKG channels indicate there is non-negligible polo
dal rotation at the plasma edge. The charge exchange e
sion is even smaller than the background emiss
(ACXS/ABKG,2) off the center of NBI. Subtraction of the
cold component from the charge exchange emission is n
essary for CVI in a LHD. The ion temperature derived from
charge exchange emission without subtraction is much lo

n
FIG. 4. ~a! Spectra of charge exchange emission and background emis
at R54.004 m ~downward view: channels 22 and 23! and R54.025 m
~upward view: channels 24 and 25! and~b! radial profiles of the peak inten-
sity of a charge exchange array and a background array.
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 5. Radial profiles of the wavelength shi
of CXS channels and the background chann
at t50.4 and 0.6 s. Closed and open circle
are wavelength shifts of the CVI line viewing
downward and viewing upward, respectively
while the open squares and solid lines repr
sent mercury lamp data~530.4086 nm: second
order of the 265.2043 nm Hg line! and the
curve of the wavelength shift due to aberra
tions of the spectrometer.
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than that with subtraction. Measurements of radial profiles
poloidal rotation velocity are more difficult than those of io
temperature because the Doppler shift due to poloidal r
tion is less than 1/20 of the Doppler width in a LHD. Th
Doppler shift is even smaller than the wavelength shift d
to aberrations, as discussed before.

Figure 5 shows the wavelength shift of charge excha
channels and the background channel att50.6 s when there
are only small plasma poloidal rotations andt50.4 s when
significant poloidal rotation is observed. The solid lines sh
fitting of the mercury lamp data~530.4086 nm: second orde
of the 265.2043 nm Hg line! with a second order polynomia
When there is no poloidal rotation velocity att50.6 s, the
wavelength shift of CVI lines is on the aberrations curve o
the spectrometer calibrated by the mercury lamp, see
Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!. On the other hand, att50.4 s, poloidal
rotation is observed in the differences between the wa
length shift from the array viewing upward and downwa
~open and closed circles! seen in Figs. 5~c! and 5~d!. The
apparent shift of the wavelength due to aberrations is la
than that due to poloidal rotation of the plasma. These d
show that a central wavelength of charge exchange emis
is different from that of background emission by 8 pm. He
the absolute wavelength is determined by the refere
wavelength Hg line from the mercury lamp~530.4086 nm:
second order of the 265.2043 nm Hg line!, which can be
measured simultaneously with the carbon charge excha
line ~529.05 nm! during the experiment.

In order to study the mechanism of the wavelength sh
the fine structure of charge exchange emission4 for the pos-
sible charge transfer process is investigated using the ato
data and analysis structure~ADAS!. The hot component o
charge exchange emission is due to the charge exchang
tween the fully ionized carbon and the neutral hydrog
Downloaded 20 May 2007 to 133.75.139.172. Redistribution subject to A
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atom of the high energy neutral beam~beam CVI line! as

Hbeam
0 ~n51!1C61→H11C51 ~n58!.

On the other hand, the cold component radiated from
plasma edge is considered to be due to the charge exch

FIG. 6. Spectra of the hot component and background emission aR
54.004 m att50.6 s. The solid and dashed lines are multi-Gaussian fitti
of the fine structure of CVI and OVI lines, wheredl5l2529.055 nm.
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2365Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 71, No. 6, June 2000 Poloidal rotation velocity
between fully ionized carbon~thermal CVI line! or helium-
like oxygen~thermal OVI line! and thermal neutral hydroge
atom as

H thermal
0 ~n52!1C61→H11C51 ~n58!,

H thermal
0 ~n52!1O61→H11O51 ~n58!.

Figure 6 shows the spectra of the hot component and
cold component with the fine structure of these proces
The hot component is obtained by subtracting the emiss
of the background channel~fiber 24! from that of CXS chan-
nel ~fiber 23! at t50.6 s, where the poloidal rotation velocit
is small. The fitting curve of the hot component is given
multi-Gaussian fitting with a common Doppler width usin
the intensity ratio of each component of the fine structure
the beam~80 keV! C VI line. As shown in Fig. 6~b!, the cold
component is well fitted by the fine structure of the therm
~0.2 keV! O VI line, while there is a clear discrepancy in th
fitting curve using a fine structure of the thermal~0.2 keV!
C VI line. This is because there is a difference of 0.012 nm
the mean wavelength between the thermal CVI line and the
thermal OVI line. The mean wavelength is determined by t
intensity ratio as well as by the wavelength of each com
nent of the fine structure. Therefore the mean wavelen
depends on the electron density of the plasma, because
population of eachl sublevel is redistributed by thel-mixing
and cascade effect. However, the dependence of the m
wavelength on the plasma density is weak and the chang
the mean wavelength due to thel-mixing is much smaller
than the differences in mean wavelength between the the
C VI line and the thermal OVI line as shown in Fig. 7. It
should be noted that the mean wavelength of the therm
VI line is longer than the mean wavelength of the beam CVI

line ~529.055 nm! by 3 pm, while that of the OVI line is
shorter than that of the beam CVI line by 9 pm. The mea-
sured difference in the mean wavelength between the C
channel and BKG channel is28 pm and is consistent with
the differences of the mean wavelength between the bea

FIG. 7. Mean wavelength of charge exchange emission forH0 (n51) ~80
keV beam! 1 C61, H0 (n52) ~0.2 keV thermal neutral! 1C61, and H0

(n52) ~0.2 keV thermal neutral! 1 O61 as a function of electron density
with the experimental data from CXS and BKG channels shown in Fig
The mean wavelength of charge exchange emission of BKG channels
Ti gettering.
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VI line and the thermal OVI line, which implies a large
contribution by the OVI line to the cold component. The
mean wavelength of BKG channels depends on the frac
of O VI and CVI contributions to the cold component. It is
pm for the plasma where the OVI contribution is reduced by
titanium ~Ti! gettering.

V. MEASUREMENTS OF ION TEMPERATURE AND
POLOIDAL ROTATION PROFILES

Figure 8 shows the radial profiles of ion temperature a
poloidal rotation velocity measured with CVI for LHD plas-
mas with a magnetic field of 1.5 T, central electron dens
of 1.031019 m23, and electron temperature of 1.1 keV. Th
central ion temperature is 0.9 keV which is slightly low
than the central electron temperature. The magnetic ax
located atR53.84 m due to a finiteb shift (R53.75 m for a
vacuum magnetic field!. The plasma edge is atR54.18 m.
Because the cross section between the NBI and the lin
sight of CXS is restricted only atR53.8– 4.2 m~the center
of the NBI does not match the center of the plasma and
R54.0 m at the poloidal cross section in the port for char
exchange spectroscopy!, there is no measurement of the io
temperature inner half of the plasma (R,3.8 m!. The radial
profiles of poloidal rotation velocity are calculated from th
difference of the Doppler shift from the average of t
nearby Doppler shift. Att50.4 s, the radial profile of the
poloidal rotation velocity has a peak of24 km/s in the elec-

.
ter

FIG. 8. Radial profiles of~a! ion temperature and~b! poloidal rotation
velocity measured with charge exchange spectroscopy in a LHD. The p
tive poloidal rotation velocity stands for a plasma rotation in the ion d
magnetic direction, while negative values stand for a rotation in the elec
diamagnetic direction.
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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tron diamagnetic direction~negative electric field! at R
54.03 m, and the poloidal rotation is small att50.6 s. As
seen in Fig. 7~a!, the ion temperature is low att50.4 s and
ion collision frequency is higher and plasma rotates more
the electron diamagnetic direction att50.4 s. As the plasma
temperature increases over time, ion collision frequency
poloidal rotation in electron diamagnetic direction decrea
which is qualitatively consistent with that predicted by ne
classical theory.

Absolute measurements of poloidal rotation veloc
with accuracy up to 1 km/s were done using charge excha
spectroscopy with four sets of optical fiber arrays viewi
downward and viewing upward at the poloidal cross secti
with and without NBI in a LHD. The measured poloid
rotation velocity is 1–3 km/s in the electron diamagne
direction at half of the plasma minor radius.
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